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SOAP Powder Hand Soap packets by FloraLife
FloraLife, a division of Smithers-Oasis Company, has announced today that it is extending its
FloraLife® Cleaner Products line to include SOAP.
Available in liquid and powder forms, fragrance-free SOAP is individually packaged in single-use
packets ideal for travel kits containing the right amount of soap to wash hands on the go, eliminating
the need to touch public soap dispensers and bars. The packets are light, small and easy to carry and
store. The packets are also easily and safely shareable.
“We know that hand soap is highly eﬀective at controlling the spread of viruses. In fact, the World
Health Organization strongly supports the use of hand soap to remove viruses from our hands,” said
Jim Daly, Vice President, FloraLife/Oasis Grower Solutions Global Operations and Corporate Research.
“If you are using hand sanitizer on dirty hands and don’t pre-clean your hands with soap, all that you
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are doing is sanitizing the dirt and not the surface that is underneath it. Ideally, you should wash your
hands with soap as a ﬁrst step. SOAP is a convenient and eﬀective product for removing dirt and
viruses wherever you are, whatever you are doing.
SOAP is available in 3-milliliter liquid and 1-gram powder packets. Both versions are available in 50pack consumer cartons, 100-pack display boxes and 2,000-pack bulk boxes. The soap packets can be
purchased online and shipped globally or by contacting a FloraLife representative.
The addition of SOAP extends the FloraLife Cleaner Products line, which includes FloraLife D.C.D. and
FloraLife MicroBLOC disinfectants - which meet EPA criteria for use against COVID-19 - and hand
sanitizer.
FloraLife has been in the ﬂoricultural and disinfectant business for 29 years and has more than 80
years of experience in microbiology research. It has recently expanded beyond its ﬂower care focus to
provide a variety of industries and consumers with products to address changes in cleaning norms
due to COVID-19.
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